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        Kelementina Leri Anzoyo

        Farmer and business owner

        Uganda (Seed Effect)
    
    
        
            
                Gift CATALOG


                Around the world, we see creative, industrious men and women committed to providing for their families and serving their communities through meaningful work. In this gift catalog, we've included essentials used by families in some of the most common jobs across the HOPE International network:
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        Kelementina Leri Anzoyo

        Farmer and business owner

        Uganda (Seed Effect)
    
        

    




    
        Around the world, we see creative, industrious men and women committed to providing for their families and serving their communities through meaningful work. In this gift catalog, we've included essentials used by families in some of the most common jobs across the HOPE International network: livestock farming, crop farming, tailoring, and shopkeeping.

    







    
        
            
                How it works:
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                Choose

                Pick a gift in honor of your loved ones. The gift items featured in this catalog represent* how HOPE-network families use your donations to serve their communities.
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                Give

                
                    Choose items to purchase, or give an amount of your own choosing. Send your loved ones a card to tell them about your gift in their honor. Your gift will go to HOPE's area of greatest need.*
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                Impact

                Through your generosity, HOPE provides men and women around the world with discipleship, biblically based training, a safe place to save, and loans. They can use these services to further their businesses and serve their communities.*

            

        

    


    
        
            *Your gift will not directly purchase inventory or supplies but will go toward the area of greatest need.
        

    








    
        Victor Rotari (right)

        Moldova (Invest Credit)
    
    
        
            INVEST IN
livestock farmers

            [image: Livestock icon]
            Livestock can supply families with nutritious milk, meat, and eggs. If needed, animals can also be sold to cover emergency costs or household needs.

        

    




    
        
            
                INVEST IN
livestock farmers

                [image: Livestock icon]
                Owning livestock is a key component of food security, providing families with their own supply of milk, meat, eggs, and manure to fertilize their crops.

            

        

    




    
        	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Davious (left) & family

                                Malawi
                            
                            [image: Livestock icon]add to cart

                        

                        Chickens

                        With their daily supply of fresh eggs, chickens are a great source of food and income generation from the sale of eggs and chicks.

                    

                    $50Add to cart
                
            
	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Victor (right)

                                Moldova (Invest Credit)
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                        Goat

                        Goats are a wise investment, providing a regular supply of meat, milk, and manure.

                    

                    $75Add to cart
                
            
	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Souzanne

                                Rwanda
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                        Cow

                        Cattle farming affords a twofold benefit: Cows provide farmers' families with a consistent source of nutritious milk and of household income, offering meat, milk, and calves to sell.

                    

                    $100Add to cart
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                        Livestock bundle

                        Includes a cow, goat, and chickens

                    

                    $225Add to cart
                
            


    








    
        Solange Musabyemariya

        Rwanda
    
    
        
            INVEST IN
crop farmers

            [image: Crops icon]
            For many of those served by the HOPE network, farming is a way of life. And for many of the communities we serve, smallholder farmers provide a significant portion of the food supply.

        

    




    
        
            
                INVEST IN
crop farmers
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                In low-income countries, farming is a way of life. For many communities we serve, smallholder farmers provide a significant portion of the country's food supply.

            

        

    




    
        	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Denis, with his wife

                                Moldova (Invest Credit)
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                        Farming tools

                        Having the right tools can make a big difference for a farmer. Quality implements allow agricultural workers to effectively cultivate the earth for planting and harvesting.

                    

                    $20Add to cart
                
            
	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Solange

                                Rwanda
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                        Seeds

                        Seeds play a critical role in any flourishing garden. With higher-quality seeds, farmers can expect larger yields, leading to greater food security and increased income from selling extra crops.

                    

                    $50Add to cart
                
            
	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Anastasiya*

                                Ukraine
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                        Garden plot

                        In agrarian societies, land is livelihood. Renting or purchasing a garden plot allows farmers to grow cash crops or food for their families.

                        *Name changed for security
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                        Crop bundle

                        Includes a garden plot, seeds, and farming tools

                    

                    $170Add to cart
                
            


    








    
        Edisa Uwineza

        Burundi
    
    
        
            INVEST IN
shopkeepers

            [image: Shopkeeping icon]
            Selling household essentials like flour, soap, and cooking oil, corner store owners help make necessities readily available. This saves their neighbors the expense and time of traveling to more urban areas to shop.

        

    




    
        
            
                INVEST IN
shopkeepers
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                Selling household essentials like flour, soap, and cooking oil, corner store owners help make necessities readily available. This saves their neighbors the expense and time of traveling to more urban areas to shop.

            

        

    




    
        	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Edisa

                                Burundi
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                        Measuring scale

                        Shopkeepers often buy in bulk and divide items like meat, flour, and sugar into smaller quantities using a measuring scale. It's important that they are able to weigh items accurately.

                    

                    $20Add to cart
                
            
	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Evelyn

                                Peru (Comas CMA Church)
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                        Refrigerator

                        Selling cold drinks and perishable items enables store owners to diversify their inventory and provides customers with convenient food options they would normally have to find elsewhere.

                    

                    $100Add to cart
                
            
	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Claude

                                Zambia
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                        Bicycle

                        For shopkeepers, a bicycle is a convenient and efficient way to transport inventory from wholesalers to their store.

                    

                    $150Add to cart
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                        Shopkeeping bundle

                        Includes a bicycle, refrigerator, and measuring scale

                    

                    $270Add to cart
                
            


    








    
        Lony Kathebwe

        Malawi
    
    
        
            INVEST IN
tailors

            [image: Tailoring icon]
            Without a mass-production clothing industry, communities rely on tailors. Many men and women served by the HOPE network use brightly patterned fabrics to make dresses, tops, and more.

        

    




    
        
            
                INVEST IN
tailors
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                Without a mass-production clothing industry, communities rely on tailors. Many men and women served by the HOPE network use brightly patterned fabrics to make dresses, tops, and more.

            

        

    




    
        	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Lony

                                Malawi
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                        Sewing kit

                        To create beautiful designs, a tailor needs many tools. Measuring tape, scissors, thread, and pins help a tailor precisely measure, cut, and sew fabric into expert designs.

                    

                    $20Add to cart
                
            
	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Yasquina

                                Dominican Republic 
(Esperanza International)
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                        Bolt of fabric

                        No matter what kind of piece a tailor is creating, beautiful, quality fabric is the base for any attractive clothing design.

                    

                    $25Add to cart
                
            
	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Anika*

                                South Asia
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                        Sewing machine

                        An electric sewing machine enables a talented tailor to create many professionally tailored pieces in one day. Increased daily production translates to higher incomes for families.

                        *Name changed for security
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                        Tailoring bundle

                        Includes a sewing machine, bolt of fabric, and sewing kit

                    

                    $145Add to cart
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                                Kelementina

                                Uganda (Seed Effect) 
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                        Buy the catalog

                        Includes items from all four categories

                    

                    $810Add to cart
                
            
	
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                Ubumwe ("unity") savings group

                                Rwanda
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                        Bibles

                        As they meet to receive loans, save, and support one another, men and women also learn of a Savior who loves them and knows them by name. Bibles empower families to grow closer to Christ and learn more about how to walk with Him.

                    

                    $60Add to cart
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                            Tetiana

                            Ukraine
                        
                    


                    Rebuild dreams

                    Whether it's due to inflation, violence, or illness, families living in poverty face challenges that threaten to dampen or destroy hope for a better future. You can come alongside the women and men HOPE serves as they rebuild their dreams and become hope-filled providers in their families and communities.
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                Already purchased your gift?

                Send a card to let your friends and family know!

            

        

    













Our mission

At HOPE International, we invest in the dreams of families in the world’s underserved communities as we proclaim and live the Gospel.
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Get Our Emails
	
	
	
	
	
	





   










Resource Library: If you’re part of a church, nonprofit organization, or school and would like to learn more about HOPE’s methodology, visit our resource library.

 227 Granite Run Drive, Suite 250, Lancaster, PA 17601  •   717-464-3220  •  
 Email us
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  	HOPE INTERNATIONAL PRIVACY POLICY

  HOPE International is committed to protecting your privacy and security.



	Scope of the policy
	
This is our guarantee that we will not misuse the information you entrust to us. This policy does not apply to your use of affiliated sites which link to HOPE International. 


	Visiting the website
	
On HOPE International's site, we do not require you to identify yourself or reveal any personal information. We may track the number of visitors to the different sections of our site, but we do not collect personal data without your permission.


	Submitting information
	
The only way we will obtain identifying information about you when you visit our site is if you voluntarily submit that information to HOPE International. We will never intentionally disclose any personal identification information about you as an individual user to any third party without having received your permission.


	Online and offline transactions
	
When you provide personal details in order to make a donation, HOPE International collects the information needed to complete your transaction, receipt your gift, and communicate back to you. Credit card data is used only for contribution processing; it is not retained by HOPE but is processed by third-party merchant account processors using PCI-compliant methods. We will never sell or share your information, whether collected online or offline, without your permission.


	Links to other websites
	
You may see advertising or other content on our site that links to other websites of our sponsors, licensors, and other third parties. We do not control the contents or links that appear on these sites. We encourage you to review the privacy policies of any third-party sites or services before providing any of them with your personal information.


	Property use
	
The articles, photographs, logos, etc., on HOPE International's website are either the copyrighted property of HOPE International or are copyrighted by another company and used with their permission. Please honor these copyrights and do not reproduce these materials without our express written permission.


	Security policy
	
Protecting your privacy and your information is a top priority. We have taken careful physical, electronic, and managerial measures to provide safe transmission of information from your device to our servers to best secure your personal information. When sensitive information, such as a credit card number, is entered in our online forms, the data is encrypted using secure socket layer technology (SSL). This process is handled by a third-party commercial credit card processing institution. Our donation and order processing systems are routinely tested for PCI-compliance, and adjustments to security settings are made as necessary.


	Changes to this policy
	
We reserve the right to make changes to this privacy policy without advance notice.


	Your acceptance of these terms
	
By using this website, you signify your acceptance of our Privacy Policy. If you do not agree to this policy, please do not use our site. Your continued use of this website following the posting of changes to these terms will mean that you accept those changes.


	Questions/concerns
	
If you have any questions about this privacy policy, please contact HOPE International, 227 Granite Run Drive, Suite 250, Lancaster, PA 17601, telephone 717.464.3220, or email .(JavaScript must be enabled to view this email address).


	Unsubscribe from email newsletters
	
To unsubscribe from our email communications, please contact us at .(JavaScript must be enabled to view this email address) with "unsubscribe" as subject line.



















    





















    


